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Abstract

Argument mining systems for student essays need to be able
to reliably identify argument components independently of
particular essay topics. Thus in addition to features that model
argumentation through topic-independent linguistic indica-
tors such as discourse markers, features that can abstract over
lexical signals of particular essay topics might also be help-
ful to improve performance. Prior argument mining studies
have focused on persuasive essays and proposed a variety of
largely lexicalized features. Our current study examines the
utility of such features, proposes new features to abstract over
the domain topics of essays, and conducts evaluations using
both 10-fold cross validation as well as cross-topic validation.
Experimental results show that our proposed features signif-
icantly improve argument mining performance in both types
of cross-fold evaluation settings. Feature ablation studies fur-
ther shed light on relative feature utility.

Introduction
Argument mining in text involves automatically identifying
argument components1 (e.g., thesis, claim) as well as argu-
mentative relations between them (e.g., support, attack). Ar-
gument mining has been studied in a variety of text genres
like legal documents (Moens et al. 2007), scientific papers
(Teufel and Moens 2002; Liakata et al. 2012), and online
comments and debates (Park and Cardie 2014; Boltužić and
Šnajder 2014). In education, teaching argumentation and ar-
gumentative writing to students are in particular need of at-
tention (Newell et al. 2011; Barstow et al. 2015), and argu-
ment mining in student essays is believed to promise novel
opportunities for automated argumentative essay evalua-
tion and feedback (Burstein, Chodorow, and Leacock 2004;
Ong, Litman, and Brusilovsky 2014; Rahimi et al. 2014;
Song et al. 2014).

Prior argument mining studies have explored linguistic in-
dicators of argument such as pre-defined indicative phrases
for argumentation (Mochales and Moens 2008), syntac-
tic structures, discourse markers, first person pronouns
(Burstein, Marcu, and Knight 2003; Stab and Gurevych
2014b), and words and linguistic constructs that express
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1An argument component is a text portion that has a specific
role in forming the arguments in the text (Peldszus and Stede 2013).

rhetorical function (Séaghdha and Teufel 2014). However
only a few studies have attempted to abstract over the lexi-
cal items specific to argument topics for new features, e.g.,
common words with title (Teufel and Moens 2002), cosine
similarity with the topic (Levy et al. 2014), or to perform
cross-topic evaluations (Burstein, Marcu, and Knight 2003;
Lippi and Torroni 2015). In a classroom, students can have
writing assignments in a wide range of topics, thus features
that work well when trained and tested on different topics
are desirable (Burstein, Marcu, and Knight 2003).

Stab and Gurevych (2014b) studied the argument compo-
nent identification problem in persuasive essays, and used
linguistic features like unigrams, bigrams, trigrams and pro-
duction rules (e.g., VP→VBG NP, NN→sign) in their ar-
gument mining system. While their features were effective,
their feature space was large and sparse. Nguyen and Litman
(2015) addressed that issue by replacing n-grams with a set
of argument words2 learned in a semi-supervised manner,
and using dependency rather than constituent-based parsers,
which were then filtered based on the learned argument ver-
sus domain word distinctions3. While their new features
were derived from a semi-automatically learned lexicon of
argument and domain words, the role of using such a lexi-
con was not quantitatively evaluated. Moreover, neither Stab
and Gurevych (2014b) nor Nguyen and Litman (2015) used
features that abstracted over topic lexicons, nor performed
cross-topic evaluation.

Our current study addresses the above limitations in three
ways. First, we present new features to model not only in-
dicators of argument language but also to abstract over es-
say topics. Second, we build ablated models that do not use
the extracted argument and domain words to derive new fea-
tures and feature filters, so we can quantitatively evaluate
the utility of extracting such word lists. Finally, in addition
to 10-fold cross validation, we conduct cross-topic valida-
tion to evaluate model robustness when trained and tested
on different essay topics.

Through experiments, we aim to provide support for the

2Argument words are commonly used in papers on different
topics, e.g., ‘think’, ‘reason’, as opposed to domain words that are
only used in same-topic papers, e.g., ‘bystander’, ‘education’.

3Dependency parses were used to extract pairs of subject and
main verb, and only those that did not contain domain words were
kept, e.g., “we-predict”, “I-think”.



following hypotheses: models enhanced with our new fea-
tures will outperform baseline models when evaluated using
(1) 10-fold cross validation and (2) cross-topic validation;
our new models will demonstrate topic-robustness in that (3)
their cross-topic and 10-fold cross validation performance
levels will be comparable.

Related Work
Argument mining studies of professional text, e.g., scien-
tific articles, have often taken advantage of the presence of
citations and structural information such as section head-
ings for feature development (Teufel and Moens 2002;
Liakata et al. 2012). Since student essays often do not have
such information, associated argument mining studies have
typically used more generic linguistic indicators of argu-
ment such as discourse connectives, n-grams and production
rules (Burstein, Marcu, and Knight 2003; Stab and Gurevych
2014a), and argument words and argumentative subject–
verb pairs (Nguyen and Litman 2015). No prior argument
mining studies of student essays use features that abstract
over essay topics to the best of our knowledge, although in
scientific articles common words with title have been used
(Teufel and Moens 2002).

Argument mining studies have often used seed lexicons,
e.g., indicative terms for argumentation (Knott and Dale
1994), discourse connectives (Prasad et al. 2008), to rep-
resent the organizational shell of argumentative content.
Recently, different data-driven approaches for sublanguage
identification in argumentative texts have been proposed to
separate organizational content (shell) from topical content,
e.g., supervised sequence modeling (Madnani et al. 2012),
probabilistic topic models (Séaghdha and Teufel 2014; Du
et al. 2014). In a similar vein, Nguyen and Litman (2015)
post-processed LDA (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) output to
extract argument and domain words. We use Nguyen and
Litman’s algorithm to create one baseline for our evaluation.

Topic abstraction with lexical chains – sequences of re-
lated words that contribute to the continuity of meaning,
have been successfully applied to areas such as summariza-
tion (Barzilay and Elhadad 1997) and topic detection and
tracking (Hatch, Stokes, and Carthy 2000). In this study we
only compute common words between essay sentences and
with essay titles to model topic abstraction. In the future we
will consider advanced methods such as using WordNet or
thesauruses for tracking semantically similar topic words.

Student Essay Corpus
We use the student essay corpus compiled by Stab and
Gurevych (2014a), which is available online, to evaluate
our approach. The corpus contains 90 persuasive essays
which are writing responses to the test questions on stan-
dardized tests, and are posted to www.essayforum.com by
the authors for reviews. In the essays, the authors state their
stances, i.e., major claims, towards the writing topics and
validate those stances with convincing arguments consisting
of claims (controversial statements) that support or attack
the major claims, and premises that underpin the validity
of the claims. While major claims in the data are related

Major claim Claim Premise None
90 429 1033 327

Table 1: Number of argument components of each type.

to the argument topics, i.e., context-dependent (Levy et al.
2014), the claims can be context-independent, i.e., not re-
lated directly to the topics (Lippi and Torroni 2015). Three
experts annotated possible argument components at clause-
level, i.e., major claim, claim and premise, within each sen-
tence and achieved inter-rater accuracy 0.88 for argument
component labels and Krippendorff’s αU 0.72 for argument
component boundaries.

In the excerpt below from a persuasive essay, sentences
are numbered for easy look-up and argument components
are enclosed by tags.

(1) My view is that the [government should give pri-
orities to invest more money on the basic social wel-
fares such as education and housing instead of subsi-
dizing arts relative programs]majorClaim. (2) [Art is
not the key determination of quality of life, but educa-
tion is]claim. (3) [In order to make people better off,
it is more urgent for governments to commit money to
some fundamental help such as setting more scholar-
ships in education section for all citizens]premise ... (4)
To conclude, [art could play an active role in improv-
ing the quality of people’s lives]premise, but I think that
[governments should attach heavier weight to other so-
cial issues such as education and housing needs]claim
because [those are the most essential ways enable to
make people a decent life]premise.

In this study, we aim to classify the argument components
in persuasive essays as Major Claim, Claim, Premise or
None. Numbers of argument components of different types
are reported in Table 1.

Prediction Models
Stab14: We implement the model in (Stab and Gurevych
2014b) as the first baseline. A summary of features used in
this baseline is given in Figure 1.

Nguyen15: Our second baseline is the model in (Nguyen
and Litman 2015). We first reimplement the algorithm in
(Nguyen and Litman 2015) to extract argument and domain
words from a development dataset, which are used to derive
two LDA-enabled lexical sets (LDAlex). Argument words:
we use only unigrams that are argument words. Argumen-
tative subject–verb pairs: we keep only subject–verb pairs
that do not contain domain words. We create the Nguyen15
model by replacing n-grams and production rules in Stab14
using LDAlex features, as illustrated in Figure 1.

wLDA+4: Our proposed model (wLDA+4) is Nguyen15
(with the LDA supported features) expanded with 4 new fea-
ture sets extracted from the covering sentences of the associ-
ated argument components. To model the topic cohesion of
essays, we include two common word counts:



Figure 1: Feature illustration of Stab14, Nguyen15 and wLDA+4. 1-, 2-, 3-grams and production rules in Stab14 are replaced
by argument words and argumentative subject–verb pairs in Nguyen15. wLDA+4 extends Nguyen15 with 4 new feature sets.

1. Numbers of common words of the given sentence with the
preceding one and with the essay title.

We also proposed new lexical features for better indica-
tors of argument language. We observe that in argumentative
essays students usually use comparison language to compare
and contrast ideas. However not all comparison words are
independent of the essay topics. For example, while adverbs
(e.g., ‘more’) are commonly used across essays, adjectives
(e.g., ‘cheaper’, ‘richer’) seem specific to the particular top-
ics. Thus, we introduce the following comparison features:

2. Comparison words: comparative and superlative adverbs.
Comparison POS: two binary features indicating the pres-
ences of RBR and RBS part-of-speech tags.

We also see that student authors may use plural first
person pronouns (we, us, our, ours, and ourselves) as a
rhetorical device to make their statement sound more objec-
tive/persuasive, for instance “we always find that we need the
cooperation.” We supplement the first person pronoun set in
the baseline models with 5 plural first person pronouns:

3. Five binary features indicating whether each of 5 plural
first person pronouns is present.

We notice that many discourse connectives used in base-
line models are duplicates of our extracted argument words,
e.g., ‘however’. Thus using both argument words and dis-
course connectives may inefficiently enlarge the feature
space. To emphasize the discourse information, we include
discourse relations as identified by addDiscourse program
(Pitler, Louis, and Nenkova 2009) as new features:

4. Three binary features showing if each of Comparison,
Contingency, Expansion discourse relations is present.4

wLDA+4 ablated models: We propose two simple alter-
natives to wLDA+4 to examine the role of argument and do-
main word lists in our argument mining task:
• woLDA: we disable the LDA-enabled features and

constraints in wLDA+4 so that woLDA does not include
argument words, but uses all possible subject–verb pairs.
All other features of wLDA+4 are unaffectedly applied to

4The temporal discourse relation was not used in (Stab and
Gurevych 2014b) and thus is ignored in this study.

Topic 1 reason exampl support agre think becaus disagre
statement opinion believe therefor idea conclus ...
Topic 2 citi live big hous place area small apart town
build communiti factori urban ...
Topic 3 children parent school educ teach kid adult grow
childhood behavior taught ...

Table 2: Samples of top argument words (topic 1), and top
domain words (topics 2 and 3). Words are stemmed.

woLDA. Comparing woLDA to wLDA+4 will show the
contribution of the extracted argument and domain words
to the model performance.
• Seed: the extracted argument and domain word lists

are replaced with only the seeds that were used to start the
semi-supervised argument and domain word learning pro-
cess (see next section). Comparing Seed to wLDA+4 will
show whether it is necessary to use the semi-supervised ap-
proach for expanding the seeds to construct the larger/more
comprehensive argument and domain word lexicons.

Argument and Domain Word Extraction
In this section we briefly describe the algorithm to extract
argument and domain words from development datasets us-
ing predefined argument keywords (see (Nguyen and Litman
2015) for more details). We use 6794 persuasive essays with
post titles collected from www.essayforum.com by (Nguyen
and Litman 2015) as the development data. The 10 most fre-
quent words in the post titles that seemed argument related
are used as argument keywords/seeds: agree, disagree, rea-
son, support, advantage, disadvantage, think, conclusion,
result, opinion (Nguyen and Litman 2015). Seeds of domain
words are words in the titles but not argument keywords or
stop words. There are 3077 domain seeds with 136482 oc-
currences. Each domain seed is associated with an in-title
occurrence frequency f . All words in the development sets
including seed words are stemmed, and named entities are
replaced with the corresponding NER labels.

We run GibbsLDA++5 implementation of LDA (Blei, Ng,

5http://gibbslda.sourceforge.net



and Jordan 2003) on the development set, and assign each
identified LDA topic three weights: domain weight (DW ) is
the sum of domain seed frequencies; argument weight (AW )
is the number of argument keywords;6 and combined weight
CW = AW−DW . For example, topic 2 in Table 2 hasAW
= 5 (five argument keywords are not shown), DW = 0.15,
CW = 4.85, f (citi) = 0.0028 given its 381 occurrences in the
136482 domain seed occurrences in the titles. In each run we
rank LDA topics by CW with the top topic has largest CW .
We vary number of LDA topics k and select the k with the
highest CW ratio of the top 2 topics (k = 36). The argument
word list is the LDA topic with the largest combined weight
given the best k. Domain words are the top words of other
LDA topics but not argument or stop words.

Finally, we obtain 263 (stemmed) argument words and
1806 (stemmed) domain words. The argument words con-
sist of keyword variants (e.g., believe, viewpoint, argument,
claim), connectives (e.g., therefore, however, despite), and
other stop words (Nguyen and Litman 2015). While the ar-
gument word list is greatly expanded from the argument key-
words, the domain word list has only 6% not in the domain
seed set. We note that many domain seeds are not present in
the extracted domain words because words with occurrence
less than 3 are removed from LDA topics.

Experimental Results
10-fold Cross Validation
We first conduct 10-fold cross validations to evaluate our
proposed model and the baseline models. LightSIDE (light-
sidelabs.com) and Stanford parser (Klein and Manning
2003) are used to extract n-grams, parse trees and named
entities. We follow (Stab and Gurevych 2014b) and train all
models using SMO implementation of SVM in Weka (Hall
et al. 2009) with top 100 features ranked by InfoGain algo-
rithm on training folds. To reduce any effect of random fold-
ing, we perform 10 runs of 10-fold cross validations (10×10
cross-validation) and report the average results over 10 runs
in Table 3 left section. We use T-tests to compare perfor-
mance of models given that each model evaluation returns
10 samples of 10-fold cross validation performance. As the
corpus is class-skewed, we report unweighted precision and
recall. Also while accuracy is a common metric, Kappa is a
more meaningful value given our imbalanced data.

First we see that our model wLDA+4 significantly out-
performs both Stab14 and Nguyen15 in all reported metrics.
These results support our first hypothesis in that our pro-
posed features improve over both baselines using 10-fold
cross validation.

Regarding feature ablation results, we see that without
LDA-enabled features woLDA’s performance figures are all
significantly worse than wLDA+4. Furthermore, we find that
argument keywords and domain seeds are poor substitutes
for the full argument and domain word lists learned from
these seeds. This is shown by the significantly lower perfor-
mances of Seed compared to wLDA+4. Nonetheless, adding

6Argument keywords are weighted more than domain seeds to
reduce the size disparity of the two seed sets.

the features computed from just argument keywords and do-
main seeds still helps Seed perform better than woLDA (ex-
cept a lower precision). Finally, the fact that woLDA does
not have ngram features or argument words makes it gener-
ally obtain lower performance than Nguyen15 and Stab14.

Cross-topic Validation
To better evaluate the models when predicting essays of un-
seen topics we conduct cross-topic validations where train-
ing and testing essays are from different topics. We ex-
amined 90 persuasive essays and categorized them into 12
groups including 11 single-topic groups, each corresponds
to a major topics (have 4 to 11 essays), e.g., Technologies
(11 essays), National Issues (10), School (8), Policies (7),
and a mixed group of 17 essays of minor topics (each has
less than 3 essays), e.g., Prepared Food (2 essays).

Again all models are trained using the top 100 features se-
lected in training folds. In each folding, we use essays of one
topic for evaluation and all other essays to train the model.
T-test is used to compare sets of by-fold performances.

As shown in the right section of Table 3, wLDA+4 again
yields significantly higher performance than Stab14 in all
metrics. Moreover we generally observe a larger perfor-
mance gap between wLDA+4 and Stab14 in cross-topic vali-
dation than in 10-fold cross validation. WLDA+4 yields bet-
ter performance than Nguyen15 for all metrics, with preci-
sion and recall improvements being significant. This shows
a clear contribution of our new features in the overall per-
formance, and supports our second hypothesis that our new
features improve the cross-topic performance compared to
the baselines.

With respect to feature ablation, our findings are consis-
tent with the prior cross-fold results in that woLDA and
Seed both have lower performance (often significantly) than
wLDA+4, and Seed again generally outperforms woLDA.

Our next analysis compares wLDA+4 performance across
the cross-fold and cross-topic experimental settings (using a
T-test to compare the mean of 10 samples of 10-fold cross
validation performance versus the mean of cross-topic val-
idation performance). We see that wLDA+4 yields higher
performance for in cross-topic versus 10-fold cross valida-
tion with significantly higher precision and trending higher
accuracy. These results support strongly our third robust-
ness hypothesis that our proposed model’s cross-topic per-
formance is as high as 10-fold cross validation performance.

In contrast, Nguyen15’s performance difference between
cross-topic and random-folding validations does not hold
a consistent direction. Stab14 returns significantly higher
results in 10-fold cross validation than cross-topic valida-
tion. Also woLDA and Seed’s cross-topic performances are
largely worse than those of 10-fold cross validation. Overall,
the cross-topic validation shows the ability of our proposed
model to perform reliably when the testing essays are from
new topics, and the essential contribution of our new fea-
tures to this high performance.

To conclude this section, we give a qualitative analy-
sis of the top features selected in our proposed model. In
each folding we record the top 100 features with associ-
ated ranks. By the end of cross-topic validation, we have



10-fold cross validation Cross-topic validation
Metric Stab14 Nguyen15 woLDA Seed wLDA+4 Stab14 Nguyen15 woLDA Seed wLDA+4
Accuracy 0.787* 0.792* 0.780* 0.781* 0.805 0.780* 0.796 0.774* 0.776* 0.807
Kappa 0.639* 0.649* 0.629* 0.632* 0.673 0.623* 0.654+ 0.618* 0.623* 0.675
Precision 0.741* 0.745* 0.746* 0.740* 0.763 0.722* 0.757* 0.751 0.734 0.771
Recall 0.694* 0.698* 0.695* 0.695* 0.720 0.670* 0.695* 0.681* 0.686* 0.722

Table 3: Cross validation results. Best values in bold. +: p < 0.1, *: p < 0.05 by T-test when comparing with wLDA+4.

a pool of top features (≈200), with an average rank for
each. First we see that the proportion of argument words is
49% of pooled features, and the proportion of argumenta-
tive subject–verb pairs is 8%. The new features introduced
in wLDA+4 that are present in the top features include: two
common word counts; RBR part-of-speech; person pronouns
We and Our; discourse labels Comparison, Expansion, Con-
tingency. All of those are in the top 50 except that Com-
parison label has average rank 79. This shows the utility of
our new feature sets. Especially the effectiveness of common
word counts encourages us to study advanced topic-related
features (Levy et al. 2014) in future work.

Performance on Held-out Test Sets

The experiments above used 10-fold cross-validation and
cross-topic validation to investigate feature robustness. Note
that this required us to reimplement both baselines as neither
had previously been evaluated using cross-topic validation.7
However, since both baselines were originally evaluated on
single held-out test sets that were available to us, our last
experiment compares wLDA+4’s performance with the best
reported results for the original baseline implementations
(Stab and Gurevych 2014b; Nguyen and Litman 2015) us-
ing their exact same training/test set splits. That is, we train
wLDA+4 trained using SMO classifier with top 100 features
with the two training sets of 72 essays (Stab and Gurevych
2014b) and 75 essays (Nguyen and Litman 2015), and report
the corresponding held-out test performances in Table 4.

While test performance of our model is higher than (Stab
and Gurevych 2014b), our model has worse test results than
(Nguyen and Litman 2015). This is reasonable as our model
was trained following the same configuration as in (Stab and
Gurevych 2014b)8, but was not optimized as in (Nguyen and
Litman 2015). In fact, Nguyen and Litman (2015) obtained
their best performing model using LibLINEAR classifier
with top 70 features. If we keep our top 100 features but
replace SMO with LibLINEAR, then wLDA+4 gains per-
formance improvement with accuracy 0.84 and Kappa 0.71.
Thus, the conclusions from our new cross fold/topic exper-
iments also hold when wLDA+4 is directly compared with
published baseline test set results.

7While Nguyen15 (but not Stab14) had been evaluated using
10-fold cross-validation, the data folds were not available.

8With respect to the cross validations, while our chosen setting
is in favor of Stab14, it still offers an acceptable evaluation as it is
not the best configuration for either Nguyen15 or wLDA+4.

Metric Stab
best

Our
SMO

Nguyen
best

Our
SMO

Our Lib-
LINEAR

Acc. 0.77 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.84
Kappa – 0.68 0.69 0.68 0.71
F1 0.73 0.75 0.76 0.73 0.78
Prec. 0.77 0.79 0.79 0.76 0.81
Recl. 0.68 0.73 0.74 0.70 0.76

Table 4: Model performance on test sets. Best values in bold.

Conclusions and Future Work
Motivated by practical argument mining for student essays
(where essays may be written in response to different as-
signments), we have presented new features that model ar-
gument indicators and abstract over essay topics. Our pro-
posed model shows generality in that it yields performance
improvement with both cross-topic and 10-fold cross vali-
dations. Moreover, our model’s cross-topic performance is
even higher than cross-fold performances. Ablation results
also show that while our model makes use of effective base-
line features that are derived from extracted argument and
domain words, the high performance of our model, espe-
cially in cross-topic validation, is also due to our new fea-
tures which are motivated by the student argumentative writ-
ing genre. That is, to achieve the best performance, the new
features are a necessary supplement to the learned and noisy
argument and domain words. Our next study will focus on
argumentative relation classification, i.e., support vs. attack.
We plan to use semantic relations and lexical cohesion to
predict similarities and conflicts in the content.
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